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ABM PLAYS WELL WITH OTHERS

Wouldn’t it make management of your business a lot easier if all of 
your software got along?

ABM integrates with a range of other systems including Alchemex, 
Xtracta, ASPluris, NETSTOCK, Opmetrix and SPNet allowing ABM to 
grow with your business.

BENEFITS

ABM INTEGRATES WITH

 » ABM grows with your business

 » Real time information is available at the click of a button

 » Improved efficiency 

 » Improved accuracy and reduced errors
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ABM Alchemex is a business intelligence system that gives 
your business the competitive edge by enabling quick and easy 
access to real-time information needed for operations and 
strategic planning. 

Effortlessly create reports and analyze data from Advanced 
Business Manager utilizing Microsoft® Excel®. 

With ABM Alchemex you can spend more time focusing on 
information analysis and interpretation and less time pulling 
the data together.

ALCHEMEX

XTRACTA
Xtracta is an automated document processing system that 
allows users to email or upload their business documents and 
have the data from these entered automatically into ABM. 

The new functionality will streamline administration functions 
and bring new efficiencies to ABM users’ businesses. Once a 
document is uploaded or emailed , its data will be read and 
it will be available for review and approval into the ABM 
database in seconds.

ASPLURIS
ASPluris is a mobile supply chain management system that 
integrates directly to the ABM core accounting system 
ensuring real time visibility across the entire system.

ASPluris runs on a handheld data capture terminal or tablet 
which has the ability to read barcodes and RFID tags, speeding 
up data entry and ensuring accuracy.

NETSTOCK
NETSTOCK is an inventory management application that helps 
companies reduce excess inventory and free up working capital 
while minimising stock-outs and increasing revenue.

It is designed to integrate with ABM to provide visibility of 
inventory levels and investment, produce quality forecasts and 
optimal replenishment recommendations. 

OPMETRIX

SPNET

ABM Opmetrix is a mobile sales force application, designed to 
focus sales teams on automating day-to-day operations in the 
field.

You can enter Orders, Invoices and Credits, then synchronize 
this data for automatic import into ABM.

With Opmetrix your sales team can use an Ipad, Windows 8 or 
Android tablet to record customer activity including managing 
customer contacts and call notes. 

SPNet is an e-commerce module that links directly to ABM. It 
allows customers to view and purchase your products on the web 
with minimal effort to manage your website content.

SPNet can link to your existing website as a simple 
e-commerce shop or it can be integrated with the powerful 
open source Drupal CMS for a fully featured integrated 
website.

INTRODUCING A FULLY INTEGRATED BUSINESS 
& ACCOUNTING SOLUTION




